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tipi, Inside, there's a moon. The moon that is made put of dirt. Shaped

like a half-noon. And On top of that noon—dirt moon—that's where the

peyote, the herb of the plant, you'd call it, sits right on top of that

moon. Right below that circle moon, there's where the fire is made\ And

there's—in that circle where they sit—there's a man that iits on tke left-

hand aide, that keeps up that fire, buring all night. And they have; what

we call different kind of wood to burn in that tipi, in their worship.

And around in that circle there they sit. lAnd this man that sits as a presit

take out his smoke and pass it to- erer man. Perhaps there might be kO or 30

inside that tipi. And that smoke must be com shuck or oak leaf. And it's

rolled^up like a cigarette, and they all smoke. And aach man that smokes,

prays-for what he wants and why he is in that tipi, and after they get

throfgh smoking, and then this man that acting as a preist pass the peyote

around. And ever man—if there is Uo or 30 .in there—they take out k peyote-

bunch like that here—four of them, and* they eat them. They first take

their sage^and rub it in their hand. Rub it in their hands and made a

motion ajy. over their body. And then they take this four peyotes. Each man

takes four. And when they all get through praying—and then the chief begins

to sing and passes that drum in a circle to all the bo men or 30 man that

sits in there*
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They take this smoke and the four peyote. Each man eat four when they first

pass itwaround, Then after they all take this peyote, then the chief began

to sing four songs. When he gets through, singing he passes it down to tae

next man, and to the mext man, and the next, next, till it gets back to the.

chief. And while they are passing that drum, any man is allowed to eat as

much as he wants to. He can eat all he wants. Eat this peyotei^And they

stay in there, and when midnight come, this priest call for that drum and <

takes it to back where he's sitting. He sings what they call a Midnight


